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INT. POLICE INTERVIEW ROOM. DAY

CU of clock. It's 10am in the morning. CHRISTINA HILL in 
the room with her LAWYER and a POLICE DETECTIVE.

Christina and the Detective sit at a desk either side. The 
Lawyer sits at the back of the room with his papers.

An audio recording is started. See a CCTV from the corner 
of the room.

DETECTIVE SHARP
The time is now ten am. I'm 
starting the recorder (Beat) Now 
I'm going to read out the 
disclosure I gave to your 
solicitor. (Reading from paper) The 
bottom line is, you have been 
arrested on suspicion of conspiracy 
to murder Mark Hills in Glasgow, on 
Monday the fourteenth of April, two 
thousand and nineteen.

CHRISTINA
I did not murder my husband!

DETECTIVE SHARP
Please let me finish Mrs Hills!

She looks at her lawyer. He advices to stay quiet.

DETECTIVE SHARPS VOICE
The circumstances are that 
approximately at 9am on that day 
the victim left his home address on 
his way to work. As he exited his 
car at his works car park, he was 
approached by a hooded man and shot 
twice in the head.

We see a quick flashback of this. 

It's believed your husband was shot 
by a contract killer. At this 
stage, the evidence indicates the 
murder was orchestrated by you. 
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Up until today, One other person 
has been arrested in connection 
with this enquiry. A Leon Novak. 
The shooter.

(To lawyer) In this interview your 
client will be asked for any 
knowledge she has about this 
offence, the person we have just 
mentioned, and the circumstances 
around this offence.

LAWYER
My client has the right to speak 
through me if she requests. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
That's fine. In law you have a 
right to silence. You do not have 
to answer any question I put to 
you. But it may harm your defence 
in court if you stay silent.

LAWYER
(To Christina) I suggest you let me 
speak with this prepared statement 
we talked about (Interrupted)

CHRISTINA
(Beat) No! I want to speak.

LAWYER
I would advise..

CHRISTINA
(Emotional) I have never had a 
voice! I have been a puppet my 
whole life! I want to speak now!

LAWYER
(Beat) OK!

CHRISTINA
Go ahead? Ask me anything?
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DETECTIVE SHARP
(Beat) Did you have your husband 
killed Mrs Hill?

CHRISTINA
(Beat) No!

DETECTIVE SHARP
Leon Novak said he was paid by you 
to murder your husband for an 
insurance policy.

CHRISTINA
He's lying!

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Signs) Ok. Take a look at this. 
(He puts down a photo)

DETECTIVE SHARP
This is a picture of you and Leon 
Novak outside. Three days AFTER 
your husband was killed!

Shot of them talking in a car. The lawyer freaks. He gets 
up from his seat from the back of the room.

LAWYER
Don't say a word!

CHRISTINA
(Pause) No comment

View of the clock as we move ahead a few minutes in time. 
We come back. She is shocked they have this picture.

DETECTIVE SHARP
Mrs Hill. You have the right to 
remain silent, but this picture 
ALONE could convict you! 

Her head is working overtime. She looks back at the lawyer. 
He just shakes his head, stay silent!
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CHRISTINA
(Pause) No comment!

DETECTIVE SHARP
What is your relationship to Leon 
Novak?

She starts to take a panic attack. She takes deep breaths. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
Are you ok?

CHRISTINA
It's a mild panic attack. I just 
need my pills. 

LAWYER
Get her some water please

She takes a pill, and slowly begins to breath better. 

EXT. CORRIDOR. DAY

Detective Sharp is on the phone in the corridor. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
(To phone) We have twenty two hours 
left to hold her. What has CPS 
said?

VOICE ON PHONE
That picture alone is not enough 
evidence to charge her.

DETECTIVE SHARP
Shit! OK, Keep searching her house. 

INT. POLICE INTERVIEW ROOM. DAY

They stare at each other and continue to look at the 
picture with her and Leon. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
I'll ask you again. How do you know 
the man who killed your husband?
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CHRISTINA
(Pause) He killed my husband, then 
on my husbands command, he came to 
kill me!

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Confused) On your husbands 
command?

Her lawyer is thrown by this. He comes over and whispers in 
her ear. She motions him away.

CHRISTINA
I need to talk about this. Once and 
for all. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
Go on!

CHRISTINA
(Pause) My husband was a wealthy 
man, but he recently filed for 
bankruptcy. He couldn't face the 
humiliation of his friends and 
family finding out about our 
financial state, so he hired Leon 
to kill him!

The detective is thrown by this. He takes a drink and looks 
over at the Lawyer. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Beat) If he wanted to commit 
suicide, why wouldn't he just kill 
himself?

CHRISTINA
Because he didn't want to be seen 
as suicidal. To be seen as weak. He 
also wanted Leon to kill me too. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Beat) Why kill you too?
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CHRISTINA
So I wouldn't live to tell anybody 
about his controlling depraved 
life! He wants to leave his 
"respectable" legacy intact!

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Beat) So if Leon was sent to kill 
you, why are you still alive?

We see a flashback of Leon & Christina together. He has a 
gun to her head. 

CHRISTINA
When Leon came to kill me, I had to 
beg for my life. The only way I 
could stop him, was to offer him 
money. I didn't have a penny, 
because my husband controlled all 
our finances, so I only had the 
insurance policy to offer. I agreed 
to split it with him.

DETECTIVE SHARP
So why would Leon say YOU ordered 
the hit?

CHRISTINA
I don't know. Probably because it's 
a longer sentence for trying to 
kill me too. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Sighs) It's pretty far fetched!

LAWYER
Have you looked at the news today! 
I don't think it is (Whispers to 
Christina) You should have told me 
about this!

CHRISTINA
(To Detective) My husband was 
responsible for turning me into the 
shell of a person I am today. He 
took away my life, my confidence, 

(MORE)
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CHRISTINA (CONT'D)
my spirit, my reason for even 
existing. I lived with the thought 
of suicide every day for the last 
ten years.

DETECTIVE SHARP
So you're saying he abused you?

CHRISTINA
(Emotional) Yes!

DETECTIVE SHARP
Your husband never had any criminal 
convictions. And there was no 
reports of domestic abuse.

CHRISTINA
Well that's because on the OUTSIDE, 
we had the "Perfect life!" All 
orchrasted wonderfully for 
everybody else! 

DETECTIVE SHARP
Why dont we have one complaint from 
you about any physical or sexual 
abuse from your husband?

CHRISTINA
Because he never physically abused 
me. Nothing that you could "see"

DETECTIVE SHARP
You're talking sexual?

CHRISTINA
Yes, but mainly psychologically! I 
lost my individuality, my self 
worth, any talents or skills I had. 
I was just a front for him.

DETECTIVE SHARP
But you have no physical scars?
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CHRISTINA
(Angry) You can put a bandage on a 
stab wound or a bruise, and it will 
heal! But the psychological or 
sexual abuse scars NEVER go away!

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Pause) So is it safe to say you're 
relieved he's gone?

CHRISTINA
Yes, you could say I'm happy he's 
gone!

DETECTIVE SHARP
And is it fair to say you could 
have hurt him or even killed him 
yourself?

LAWYER
You don't have to answer that..

CHRISTINA
Yes, I could easily have shot, 
strangled, stabbed, POISONED THE 
BASTARD MYSELF! (Silence) But I 
didn't!

DETECTIVE SHARP
(Looks at papers) According to your 
bank records. You don't seem to 
have any source of income.

CHRISTINA
That's because he controlled 
EVERYTHING! He slowly discouraged 
me from earning my own income, 
which was another way to totally 
control me.

DETECTIVE SHARP
The reason I bring it up, is 
because a court could look at this 
and say, Ok, maybe you have a 
horrible husband, but you don't 
have any money. This is your way 

(MORE)
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DETECTIVE SHARP (CONT'D)
out, then there's a huge insurance 
pay out! Over a million pounds. is 
that what happened Christina?

CHRISTINA
I don't care about his money! His 
money never brought me one moment 
of true happiness! If I had killed 
him, it's because I wanted to be 
FREE! DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND? FREE 
FROM THE PRISON IN MY HOME AND IN 
MY HEAD!! (Beat) I'll be happy to 
be penniless in a bedsit! 

DETECTIVE SHARP
So you're saying you killed him 
because of the psychological abuse? 
Not the money?

CHRISTINA
Yes!...No! Hypothetically if I had!

DETECTIVE SHARP
For a note in the recording, that 
was a yes!

LAWYER
My client is not saying anything 
else! No more Christina!

CHRISTINA
Could I have a another drink 
please?

She's given some water. She takes a sip. She takes the lid 
off her pill bottle. 

CHRISTINA
You know, even in death, he has the 
power to control and imprison me 
from the grave! He's enslaved me 
again and tarnished my name to the 
world! I'll never be free. 
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DETECTIVE SHARP
That's for the court to decide

CHRISTINA
I hitman and a wife benefiting from 
insurance! There's only one way out 
for me from this imprisioned hell. 
A route I should have taken many 
years ago before I become the shell 
I am today. 

She takes out a pill from the bottle, and pops it in her 
mouth. She chases it with water. 

She starts to go into spasms and chokes. We now see the 
pill again in slow motion. It's a different colour from all 
her other pills.

LAWYER
Mrs Hill!...Mrs Hill! 

The Detective leaps up from the seat fast. He goes to help 
her, but then runs to the door for help. 

DETECTIVE SHARP
WE NEED A DOCTOR IN HERE FAST!

The lawyer finds another coloured pill at the bottom of the 
bottle. 

LAWYER
(Lifts bottle) It's too late. It's 
poison. Cyanide! 

We see Christina from above. Her eyes wide open but gone. 
The camera slowly rises up to the roof. A bright light 
blast the scene away. 

ENDS


